Introducing the first in the

Critical Country Series
of

Land Biographies
Visually Representing Rural Australia
To raise the profile of our critical food producing country

The Majestic Foodplain Project
June 2012 to June 2014
This prospectus has been compiled in association with the Land Biography website: www.landbiography.com
For more detailed information please refer to this site

‘Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world.’
NELSON MANDELA

People can’t be expected to appreciate the reason why prime agricultural land should never be
compromised if they can’t equate its significance. Education is the key to gaining this understanding.
Land Biography is a visual communication tool specifically developed to help an audience empathize
with our land’s intrinsic value.
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Overview
My aim as a research artist is to undertake an educative series of Land Biographies of ‘Critical Australian Country’
designed specifically to
• Develop greater understanding of rural issues in metropolitan areas
• Create a lasting legacy of our vanishing major rural environments
The first Land Biography in the series, entitled the Majestic Foodplains Project will be a two year rigorous research
program, followed by a visual art representation of the significant yet threatened Australian food producing
Liverpool Plains Region of NSW.
I have chosen this region because I began to research it in my PhD, it is controversial, and I consider it to be as
beautiful as it is productive. As such, it makes an ideal representative case study.
The creation of the Land Biography begins with consultation with the community and environmental scientists to
record the characteristics of the plain over the ongoing cycle of seasons. A progressive digital record is taken
before being converted into a visual representation of artworks based on the findings.
At any point prior to the final exhibition the record can be digitally presented to an audience for its intended
purpose of raising awareness of the food security issue. In fact, its portable nature in this format facilitates
travelling and presentation of the record as it evolves. The relevance of the food security issue to all audiences
generates interest in the subject from the outset.
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The concluding Land Biography will be presented at a prominent Sydney venue as an exhibition of artworks and
visual documentation entitled:

Majestic Foodplain …a Land Biography
In summary, the project is designed to help metropolitan audiences understand the extraordinary attributes of
Australia’s prime agricultural land, and to positively foster awareness of the current threat to this irreplaceable
natural resource from mining exploration

My Vision for the Project
is for
that
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Majestic Foodplains Land Biography to fulfill its intended purpose as a collaborative communication tool
records a threatened environment before it is too late
establishes a formula that can be applied to other vulnerable environments
expresses our efforts to conserve our children’s rural legacy
connects target audiences with bush values and genuinely helps rural people to be understood
creates a positive link between city and country
inspires a camaraderie that comes with working together towards a common and worthwhile goal
reinforces Land Biography’s quality and integrity
leads to other exciting projects
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Project Schedule
There is a sense of urgency that comes with the unknown future for this plain, and other critical tracts of
agricultural land in Australia. As time is of the essence, and the lead-up period to the project’s implementation is
so short, I am unable to finalise the specifics of the project until August/September 2012. Details will be
confirmed as the project proceeds. However, the following project schedule will be standard:-

Phases of Project
Set up
April – June 2012
Project proposal
Organize final exhibition at a prominent Sydney venue (approaching Mosman Regional Gallery and similar venues)
Identify target markets for sponsorship (rural community and related businesses)
Identify target markets for presentations (metropolitan audiences)
Implementation
July 2012 – November 2013
Fieldwork research, edit and prepare record, artwork
Regional awareness raising: using monthly presentations
Sydney awareness raising: using quarterly metropolitan presentations (approx quarterly)
Completion
December 2013 – June 2014
Organizing exhibition
FINAL EXHIBITION IN SYDNEY – JUNE 2014
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Context of this Project
Pre Project
The concept of Land Biography as an impacting visual communication tool has been developed through Honours
(Wildlife Illustration), Masters, and PhD research. In 2009 I presented the concept of Land Biography as the creative
component of my PhD in a solo exhibition at the Tamworth Regional Gallery to a packed and enthusiastic audience.
My research included work with environmental scientists on four diverse projects relating to
• Botanical illustration (New England Region)
• Biodiversity (Tamworth Foothill Region)
• Long-wall mining (Broke NSW)
• Water sharing (Moree Channel Country)
These projects were represented in the Tamworth exhibition
What people said about the exhibition
• ‘With Land Biography, the possibilities to inform are as vast as your imagination’ (Helen Salisbury, Armidale)
• ‘It’s great to have a framework that so many different approaches can plug into – I think you have made a
real breakthrough’ Dr Ann Young (Environmentalist, Wollongong)
• ‘The flow is magnificent, the freedom and lack of conventional framework really adds to the work’ (E. Hurst,
Tamworth)

• ‘You so connect with my feelings of the land, the environment, and our country’ (Jan Catheart, Tamworth)
• ‘A magnificent journey and communication of the beauty of Australia. NOW is the time such unique
communication is needed, more than at any other time!’ (Rosemary Milson, Tamworth)
• ‘Empathy with the land and environment is its saviour and its future. Without empathy one only looks to
gain’ (Mandy Archibald, Murrurrundi)
• ‘Long live Land Biography, Nature, and the place we all love’ (David Younger, Bathurst)
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2009-2012 - I completed my PhD in Creative Practice
Present Project
At last, after ten years of research, the Majestic Foodplains Land Biography provides the opportunity to use Land
Biography for its intended purpose, as a potentially impacting visual communication tool.
Post Project
If successful, the Majestic Foodplains Land Biography may continue on as a travelling exhibition around Australia’s
metropolitan and regional centers (and may incorporate schools), and/or be published to become a conservation
record.
If this is the case existing sponsors will be given the opportunity to reinvest.

Indicators that will measure the success of project
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level of financial/ product support
Feedback from webpage
Adherence to the two-year time schedule
Feedback from presentations
Interest in stage two - travelling exhibition and/or publication
Interest in clients reinvesting and new clients wishing to invest in the second phase
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Target Markets
The media and promotional campaign is aimed directly at two broad demographic groups for different purposes:
• Rural and regional audience to source sponsorship and assist research - individuals, families, organizations,
businesses
Sponsorship is tailored to suit different levels of income. It will be sold off a plan so that every sponsor has
an immediate profile. The plan is to be displayed on the website, and at all regional presentations.
• Metropolitan audience to present the research findings- food enthusiasts, food providores, general public,
organizations such as Slow Food Australia, and Australia’s Farmers’ Markets Association
Again - the detailed project schedule will be made available in August/September 2012

Benefits to the Community
Immediate benefits:
• Increased awareness of the area and its community
• Creates an opportunity for the community to be heard, understood, and supported on a human level as well
as a political level
• Increases media and public attention on issues facing all Australians
• Creates positive links between city and country
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Long-term benefits:
• Increase future possibilities to promote rural issues to metropolitan audiences
• Establishes a unique archival record for purposes such as the future rehabilitation of the region
• Records a legacy of a worrying time in the rural history of Australia

Promotional activities
Newspaper and magazine articles
Website
Radio interviews
Presentations
Social media

Website and e-marketing
Land Biography has a dedicated website at www.landbiography.com
Follow links to The Majestic Foodplains Project
The website includes a portfolio of artwork, past projects, and an artist profile. It will also profile our sponsors
and will be a source of media information.
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Sponsorship
My business, Land Biography, is seeking sponsorships through financial support from individuals and companies
with a connection to Rural Australia.
Land Biography seeks to develop long-term relationships with individuals and companies interested in supporting
and publicising these important issues in order to protect country of national importance to Australia.
In return for your support, you can enjoy utmost exposure for your company or property (through identification
such as logos, property and livestock brands), and contribute to a show of solidarity from Rural Australia to help
maximise the impact of the vitally important Majestic Foodplains message.
The sponsorship is based around the final exhibition of artworks in Sydney to be held in June 2014, which will
comprise of 20 well-researched, quality artworks highlighting the attributes of the plain as a food producing
resource. Existing Land Biography artwork can be seen as a portfolio of individual works displayed throughout the
Land Biography website.
To overcome the difficulty of selling the yet to be completed artworks, a plan will be drawn up, showing 20 boxes
which represent the 20 future artworks (see page 14). It is to be displayed both on the website, and at all public
presentations, to give sponsors greatest exposure to both the rural and metropolitan audiences from day one of
their investment. Sponsorship information and visual information relating to each artwork will be inserted into
the boxes as the project proceeds.
Sponsors can have sole rights, or share in supporting an artwork for the 2 year duration of the Majestic Foodplains
Project. Sole sponsorship of an artwork is valued at $7500.
(Please note that during this project the artworks are non-acquisitive).
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A show of solidarity from the bush is paramount to the impact of this final presentation, so underneath each
artwork there will be a plaque with company names logos, and/or property names and brands. This format has
the potential to be immediately eye-catching, and gives each sponsor exposure to a wide range of audiences.
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Sponsorship Structure
Product support lasts for 2 year period of project 1st June 2012 – 30th June 2014. You can invest in the project as
either a corporate sponsor, or an individual/family supporter. All sponsorship and support fees can be purchased
through the website, or by email request. Corporate sponsors are required to sign a Sponsorship Agreement.

Corporate
Gold –$7500 (One logo/brand under an artwork)
Sole logo/brand under ‘your’ artwork at all times
Life size framed print of the artwork at completion of project
Maximum exposure throughout project – see over
Silver - Half share - $3500 (Two logos/brands under an artwork)
Logo/brand under ‘your’ artwork at all times
Large framed print of the artwork at completion of project
Maximum exposure throughout project – see over
Bronze - Third share - $2500 (Three logos/brands under an artwork)
Logo/brand under’ your’ artwork at all times
Medium framed print of the artwork at completion of project
Maximum exposure throughout project – see over
Tin - Sixth share - $1250 (Six logos/brands under an artwork)
Logo/brand under ‘your’ artwork at all times
Small framed print of the artwork at completion of project
Maximum exposure throughout project – see over
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As a corporate sponsor of the Majestic Foodplains Project you will also receive the following package of benefits:
Hospitality and networking
• Invitations to key venues relating to the project
• Invitations to the opening of the exhibition in Sydney
Brand awareness opportunities
• Logo/brand displayed on exhibition invitation, and print material
• Logo/brand displayed on Land Biography website with links to your website.
Other benefits as negotiated
• As this is a unique and new concept in the marketplace, I am open to discuss your individual promotion
needs or how you would like to partner the Majestic Foodplain Project.

Individual/Family Supporter
In order to enable everyone to become involved in this project in difficult financial times, Land Biography is offering
individuals and rural families a one-off supporter’s fee of $25 to display your logo/ property, or livestock brand
under artworks reserved for this purpose. It also means that in the final exhibition this collection of multiple
brands/logos becomes an effective show of solidarity from the bush, and works of art in their own right. For your
$25 investment you receive
• Your logo/brand displayed under an artwork in final exhibition
• Your logo/brand displayed on plan throughout project
On receipt of your payment a form will be sent to the Supporter asking for their preferred form of identification/logo
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Sample Selling Plan (Always on public view on website and at presentations)

Majestic Foodplains Project

20xArtworks
Value $7500

D Younger
J. Flower
D. Skallla
Bronze
Sponsors

S. Younger
M. Buchanan
Silver
Sponsors
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I thank you for your consideration, and I hope to build a mutually beneficial relationship for this project, and
other projects in the Critical Country Series of Land Biographies.
Robbie van Hemert
(Research Artist and Land Biographer)
Contact
Robbie van Hemert
‘Carrington’
127 Loomberah Rd
Tamworth NSW 2340
Ph: 02 67 609478
Mob: 0488 666632
Email: rvanhemert@bigpond.com
Web: www.landbiography.com
© Copyright Land Biography 2012. This publication is copyright and remains the intellectual property of Land Biography. No part of it may be
reproduced by any means without the prior written permission of Land Biography. 8th May 2012

“You would know that I agree about the preservation of significant Australian country, but of course farmers have done that for
hundreds of years better than anyone else. That’s why this land has been handed down from generation to generation with all its
productive strengths intact.”
(Alan Jones in a personal email)
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